Addendum # 1
File # 16-0626
Spirit Mountain All Weather Mountain Bike Trail

Below are questions and answers related to this project.

Q. Related to the provided map, can you clarify the pink and white (existing trails) overlay portions of the Yellow: What mileages do these represent, and what tasks are associated with these overlapping segments under the contract?

A. It is envisioned that the pink segment of existing trail will become a portion of the “All Weather Trail”. There is no need for any design work in this area. Where the white line is overlaid on the yellow it is envisioned that this existing road grade could be used as a portion of the trail for passing and to meet the double track passing requirements of some of our partner organizations. The pink and the white lines that overlap the yellow All Weather Trail represent ±1.5 miles and ±0.8 miles of trail respectively out of the total ±5.3 miles. These segments may or may not be included in the final design.

Q. Related to the provided map, does the +/- 5.3 miles estimated include the yellow trail lines that overlap?

A. Yes, see above answer.

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by initialing and dating Addendum #1 below the bid form on the invitation for bids.

Posted: October 25, 2016